A dad dug a deep hole in the ground.

Did Doug do a daring downwards dive?

Dive down and dip under the duvet.

Good going Graham you are great!

Go and get our garden games out.

Goodness gracious go and grab it.

Another ant ate our salmon sandwiches.

Adam and Angela always argue.

Auntie Alice asks awkward questions.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Looks like the little lily is lolling lazily.

Lovely Lisa likes to lick luscious lollies.

Little bits of litter lie in the lane.

Trains toot their whistles to warn us.

Terrific Tim tries to tie his shoe laces.

Tie the ribbon around the tall tree.

Gorgeous Gill goes green for gorillas.

Great giant alligators grew in the lake.

Germs got Graham and made him green.
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Have you heard that Harry is hairy?

Hairy Harry hates having happy hyenas home.

Helen helped Harry hunt his hyenas.

Nuts are not as nice as nutty nougat.

Naughty Nicola nibbled a nice nectarine.

Nearly all the naughty hyenas escaped.

My mum makes marvellous meringues.

Mary munched many more than I did.

Move over Mark my mum is moving.
Cool cats can carry cartons of cream.

Colin caught a nasty cough from Catherine.

Cream cheese is yummier than carrots.

Ollie the octopus eats orange olives.

Only loopy wool makes jolly jumpers.

Over one hundred oranges were eaten.

Queens always queue quietly for quinces.

Quick run as quickly as you possibly can.

Squelchy sees make me feel quite queasy.
Juniper jam is just as nice as jolly jelly.

Just jump in a jazzy gymnastic way.

Jean just loves jumping in her jumper.

You are a young boy yawning in your bed.

Yucky yellow is your favourite colour.

Your yelling is worse than your yodelling.

Go and grab the turkey that gobbles.

Guy the gorillas grows great green beans.

Gusts of wind blew the gale to our gate.
Best be back before Big Ben strikes ten.

Bill bought big bright blue buttons.

Better butter the bread before breakfast.

Pick up some peppers for dinner please.

Penelope put Paul in a proper pickle.

Peter picked a pale purple pie for pudding.

Kicking others is picking on them.

Karen caught a cold after karting.

Kelly knitted a knobbly pink cardigan.
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Untidy Ursula was unruly and under arrest.

Uncle understood the underwater world.

Up in the universe there are untold stars.

Veronica voiced her concerns verbally.

Very few voices are heard in the verses.

Viewing the verge was very interesting.

William wiggled and wobbled his legs.

When will you wait for Wendy to call.

Watch for the wild wildebeest to walk by.
Rupert the rose nosed reindeer ran around.

Ruth wrote the rhyme before rehearsing.

Rex ranted and raved at the review.

Soft squishy cushions are super for seats.

Suzanne sang a sweet song for Sarah.

Simon scuffed his super new shoes.

Every entry will be judged on equal merit.

Eating wriggly eels is what he did best.

Entertaining elephants is hard endeavour.
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Fetch the ferry form and fill it in fully.

Fred frowned furiously at the fat frog.

My five fingers fidgeted furiously.

Zoos are a zany and zippy place to be.

Zandra zoomed towards the zany zoo.

Crazy Carrie amazed us with her mazes.

Quietly queue up for the Queen to visit.

Quick flicks kick bricks quickly.

The quarterly quiz was all about quinces.
Terry tried to untangle the two terriers.

Time travel tests the patience.

Timothy tested the tricky table.

Pete patiently patted the pure bred puppy.

Robert rose when the red rooster did.

Rachel raced a rapid rocket to Rome.

Steve saw Sam smiling at Suzannah.

Sarah settled swiftly on the soft sofa.

The quick brown fox jumped over the dog.